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Whatever be our pursuit-material, aesthetical or spiritual, we want to be happy in life. To tread 

the path of happiness, we seek inspiration every moment that boost up our morale. It may not be 

difficult, but not so easy to excel in the work, we do, the lives we lead, realize our dreams, brave 

the hurdles face every day and overcome with dignity, grace and poise. But we have to sail 

through the ocean of life amidst a tempest or tornado very gracefully. It is possible only we know 

how, in what manner move, take control of our lives with ease, overcoming the barriers 

successfully, keeping our mind cool and calm. To follow these steps, we need to listen, read, 

understand and perceive the experiences shared by the highly esteemed leaders of our society. 

Robin Sharma, “the internationally acclaimed leadership guru”, as mentioned in the cover page 

of his Daily Inspiration, Jaico publication, has provided his readers with some forceful ideas to 

implement in our lives. Robin Sharma has dedicated the quotes here from his #1 international 

bestseller, The Monk Who Sold his Ferrari and has also shared with his readers the experiences 

from the other books read so far since his childhood days into an easy to read diary, covering the 

365 days of the calendar to make each moment a celebration. 

Robin Sharma in Daily Inspiration candidly mentions of the courage to look within and act as the 

situation demands to create a life of authenticity, abundance, happiness, wonder and of course 

honor .All the six seasons are covered in the book. January opens up with Impact and Legacy 

that lead to personal greatness in February .March provides tips for destiny and life‟s purpose, 

authenticity in May and June. In July there is a solution to overcome adversity, disappointments, 

while august provokes us to know all about leadership, honor, strength of character, real success. 

September is the time for autumn, the season of “mellow fruitfulness”, envisaged by John Keats. 

Here extraordinary achievement finds importance while in October the methods are practiced, 

rewarding into extraordinary result. One need solace after hard toil and achievements and which 

would be possible by building good relations with others. In November, the book offers 

strategies to build remarkable relationship and the journey comes to a full circle with this 

inspiration to enjoy life‟s journey through warm relationship. 

Written in an aphoristic style, every page of Daily Inspiration inspires the readers to understand 

that life is to be lived with a purpose .The language is lucid, lyrical or rather musical with 

similes‟ and metaphors drawn from Nature: ocean, rivers, mountain, cliffs creating an ambience 

to feel fascinated with life, look at it with awe and wonder. The author with interesting anecdotes 
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weaves his ideas in a gripping manner. It is poetry in prose, when the author voices his opinion 

about the purpose of life by narrating the story of a sage and a beggar from destiny and life‟s 

purpose –May 10: very philosophically. A wise sage met a beggar on the street, who stops him 

and asks three questions-“Why are you here? Where are you going? Is there an important reason 

that you are going there? These questions we all ask ourselves at a certain point of time, when 

feel an urge to discover, rediscover ourselves. Some ideas are very innovative and beautifully 

expressed in rhetoric .On May 15
th

 ,as expressed in the diary ,the author quotes of our past-

„water under the bridge „and future: „a distant sun on the horizon of your imagination‟. These 

pictorial languages can come from the pen of a human being who made a deep dive in life and 

love as it offers with no complaint. 

Daily Inspiration is not only a must read book for the students of management, professionals but 

for all from every walks of life. Again and again the author reiterates on focusing our present: the 

very now, ensuring, we manage our time effectively. 

Robin Sharma goes a step further to remind us of the sermons of lord Krishna to Arjuna in 

„Bhagawat Geeta‟ ,where Krishna emphasizes on detachment in our daily lives and experience 

every circumstances to the fullest with ease. He has cited some examples very lyrically in the 

pages of his diary: July 20, that hard time ultimately sculpts us into something better. Daily 

Inspiration of Robin Sharma is thus no other book of moral science, business or management 

ethics, but a broad canvas where the artist with the stroke of his pen in the form of words draws 

beautiful pictures taken from life. 

As a reader, perceive, Daily Inspiration replete with valuable ideas is a journey towards an 

energetic life in the humdrum reality. It encourages one to take a flight on the wings of 

imagination and transcend the mundane to the spirited realm-professional as well as personal. 

Daily Inspiration , From The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari ISBN 978-81-7992-794-6 saw the 

light of the day in 2008 from Jaico Publication House ,Mumbai, along with Harper Collins 

publisher Ltd., Toronto, Canada and now it is enjoying its 10
th

 impression-2011.Hope Robin 

Sharma with his Daily Inspiration continue to spread the world with his ideas in years to come 

and the theme: live life in such a way that when we die, the world cry, while we rejoice, the 

opposite of what happened when we were born. At the very outset he mentions in the pages if his 
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diary January 1, about how his father translated a Sanskrit saying that he will never forget .His 

father had said “Son, when you were born, you cried while the world rejoiced. Live your life in 

such a way that when you die the world cries while you rejoices.” 

  

The theme remind of one the famous devotional song of saint Kabir in the Medieval days sung 

by Anup Jalotaji-“Kabira, jab hum aaye-jagat mein, jag hasse hum roye, aisi karni kar chalo, 

ki hum hasse jag roye”.The English translation goes on to say that kabira when I came in this 

world, the world laughed while I cried .Let me do something that I laugh and the world cry. 

 

The book written in English offers suggestion, solutions, inspiration, guidance and solace ,peace 

for the mankind encompassing young and the old, employed, unemployed .The book is all for 

those who want to rise to the occasion to fulfill the duties of life, beautify and enrich it in every 

possible manner. 
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